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Abstract. The simulation of cellular processes involves diverse components and com-
plex interactions. All cellular subsystems are highly nonlinear, and subsystem cou-
plings are often nonlinear as well. This nonlinearity indicates that the whole system is 
not equivalent to the sum of its subsystems and their interactions will produce emer-
gent phenomena. We also know that multi-agent systems are heterogeneous interac-
tive systems composed of subsystems called agents which produce an emergent be-
havior. It is our belief that to successfully model such cell processes, simulation sys-
tems must meet a number of computational requirements, from the area of agent-
based software engineering in its design and implementation. That said, this paper ar-
gues why we need an agent-based software engineering approach for modeling and 
simulating cell behavior and processes. To support our hypothesis we have developed 
a framework that can be reused for simulating different kinds of cells and different cel-
lular processes rather than only stem cell behavior. There is a 3D visualization tool and 
the framework can be instantiated to different differentiation processes rather than 
only to neuron generation. 

Keywords: Multi-agent Systems, Computational Modeling, Stem cells. 

Resumo. A  simulação de processos celulares envolve diversos componentes e intera-
ções complexas. Todos subsistemas celular são altamente não lineares, e acoplamentos 
de subsistemas são freqüentemente não lineares também. Esta não linearidade indica 
que o sistema como um todo não equivale a soma de duas partes, ou subsistemas, e 
suas interações produzem fenômeno emergente. Também sabemos que sistemas mul-
tiagentes são sistemas interativos heterogêneos compostos de subsistemas chamados 
agentes que produzem comportamento emergente. Acreditamos que para modelar de 
forma bem sucedida modelos tais como processos de células, sua simulação deve aten-
der a um numero de requisitos computacionais da área de engenharia de software ba-
seada em agentes no seu projeto e desenvolvimento. Desta forma, este artigo discute 
porque é necessário uma abordagem de engenharia de software baseada em agentes 
para a modelagem e simulação do comportamento celular e seus processos. Para apoi-
ar nossa hipótese, desenvolvemos um framework que pode ser reutilizado para a si-
mulação de diferentes tipos de células e diferentes processos celulares ao invés de so-
mente comportamento celular de células-tronco, o que foi o propósito inicial do proje-
to. Desenvolvemos uma ferramenta de visualização 3D e o framework pode ser instan-
ciado para diferentes processos de diferenciação celular sendo que instanciamos para a 
geração de neurônios. 

Palavras-chave: Sistemas Multiagentes, Modelagem Computacional, Células-tronco. 
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I. Introduction 

The systems biology community is building increasingly complex models and simula-
tions of cells and other bio-logical entities. Their main goal is to create a predictive 
model for a programmable cell that can be optimized for personalized therapy. They 
do analysis of signal transduction pathways, reverse engineering of bio-molecular 
regulatory networks and try to unravel hidden cellular dynamics.  

This community is beginning to look at alternatives to traditional representations, 
such as those provided by ordinary differential equations (ODE) (e.g., [15], [16]) or cel-
lular automata (e.g., [17]-[19]). Differential equations are quite distant from the lan-
guage of physicians. To consider computational models based on cellular automata, it 
would be necessary to know how to handle all possible interactions, which in most 
situations it is not possible because emergent behavior appears over time from the in-
teractions. Moreover, the model has to consistently ex-plain the broad variety of ex-
perimental observations.  

It is our intention to link these macroscopic phenomena to the underlying (latent) 
microscopic mechanisms. Also to include into the analysis experimental observations, 
which describe individual cell behavior, the model must be able to describe single cells 
as well as cell population behavior. Moreover, the ability to predict system behavior 
with a model helps evaluate model completeness as well as to improve our under-
standing of the mechanisms of biological processes. 

Systems, which exhibit characteristics such as autonomy, pro-activity, interactivity 
and adaptation, might be modeled and engineered as multi-agent systems. For in-
stance, not only are biological systems an excellent application area for multi-agent 
systems concepts and development technologies; as they reciprocally inspire new 
models for new software phenomena as self-adaptation, self-protection, self-healing, 
heterogeneity, self-organization, cooperation and coordination mechanisms (for in-
stance, see [72]-[74]). By inspiring we mean that it is possible to apply the knowledge 
obtained from the study of biological systems to contribute to innovation in the engi-
neering of multi-agent systems. 

Much effort has been invested on the development of appropriate software engi-
neering methods and technologies for multi-agent systems in the last few years [20], 
[21], [65]-[69]. Several methodologies, frameworks and platforms have been developed 
and proposed seeking to support software engineers in multi-agent system develop-
ment: from coordination of multi-agent systems [22] to several strategies of negotiation 
between agents [23], [24], for instance. 

With respect to the medicine point of view, if the model is sufficiently detailed and 
accurate, it serves as a reference, a guide for interpreting experimental results and a 
powerful means of suggesting new hypotheses. Moreover, the simulation lets physi-
cians test experimentally unfeasible scenarios and can potentially reduce experimental 
costs and time (experiments in vitro can last weeks; the same experiments can take just 
a few minutes if they are done in silico). Besides, for instance, such a technique avoids 
ethical problems in the stem cell re-search regarding the use of embryonic stem cells.  

Models are simplifications, abstractions. They are a crucial means of relating theory 
to reality and there is wide agreement that we must at least dimension them to relate 
to that reality and the theory on which they are based. On the other hand, agent-based 
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models (ABM) or multi-agent systems (MASs) usually deal with objects that demon-
strate some sort of dynamic and autonomous behavior. 

Usually agents or objects react either passively to their environment or to other 
agents, or actively to their environment or other agents. In this sense, agents usually 
move in spatial systems like cities, which means motion or movement. Usually, there 
are many agents — not one or two but n. When there are many agents, they react to 
each other through time and their collective behavior can be unpredictable, surprising, 
hence novel and emergent. In this way, this style of modeling is quite consistent with 
the sciences of complexity. 

An agent-based simulation (ABS) is a simulation with many intelligent agents in-
teracting among themselves and with the environment. In a typical ABS of social be-
havior, the agents are the individuals that take rational decisions based on their 
neighbors’ decisions. Very interesting social phenomena have been recently investi-
gated, such as, for example, cooperation, social instability, and crowd modeling. 

The great advantage of this modeling technique is that the emergent phenomena 
can be modeled through very simple rules governing the behavior of each agent. The 
global effect resulting from the interaction of the individuals is often unpredictable. To 
summarize, the point we want to make in this paper is that, an agent is a high-level 
software abstraction that provides a convenient and powerful way to describe a com-
plex software entity in terms of its behavior within a contextual computational envi-
ronment. Furthermore, the dynamic structures pre-sent in biological systems can be 
intuitively represented and efficiently implemented in agent-oriented simulators.  

To support our hypothesis we developed a multi-agent framework [75], [76] for the 
cell simulation. On top of this framework we developed the stem cell behavior frame-
work [78]. Those frameworks allow the reuse of modeling and design of different cells 
types within those entities and different cellular process and also the reuse of the stem 
cell processes modeling, which can be instantiated to different differentiation proc-
esses rather than only to neuron generation that was our intended instance. 

That said, we present in section 2 the essence of cellular processes modeling and 
simulation with non software engineering computational perspectives so the reader 
can be contextualized on the kind of work to be developed. In section 3 we present de 
motivation, adequacy and advantages of an agent-oriented software engineering ap-
proach compared to non-agent-based related work. Afterwards we detail our agent-
based software engineering approach to tackle this field through an exemplar applica-
tion we have been working during the last year: the agent-based stem cell behavior 
simulation. Finally we end the paper with some discussions, final remarks and some 
future research work. 

II. The Essence of Cellular Processes Modeling and Simulation 

The theoretical and practical bases of simulating metabolic pathways are well 
grounded [63]. However, the design and implementation of simulation software and 
model-construction methods, covered by this paper, are still under active discussion. 

Many attempts have been made to simulate molecular processes in both cellular 
and viral systems. Perhaps the most active area of cellular simulation is the kinetics of 
biochemical metabolic pathways. Several software pack-ages for quantitative simula-
tion of biochemical metabolic pathways, based on numerical integration of rate equa-
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tions, have been developed, including GEPASI [61], KIN-SIM [48], [51], MIST [52], 
METAMODEL [62], SCAMP [59] and E-CELL [64]. 

In predicting cell behavior, the simulation of a single or a few interconnected path-
ways can be useful when the pathway(s) being studied is relatively isolated from other 
biochemical processes. However, in reality, even the simplest and most well-studied 
pathways, such as glycolysis, can exhibit complex behavior due to connectivity. More-
over, simulations of metabolic pathways alone cannot account for the longer time-scale 
effects of processes such as gene regulation, cell division cycle and signal transduction. 

Several groups have proposed and analyzed gene regulation and expression models 
by simulation [57], [54]. The cell division cycle [56], [60] and signal transduction 
mechanisms [58] have also been active areas of research for biological modeling and 
simulation. Most of them have utilized qualitative models to deal with the general lack 
of quantitative data in molecular biology. However, while qualitative models are gen-
erally useful when in-formation is incomplete [49], [50], they often generate ambigu-
ous results [55], the behaviors of which are difficult to predict due to combinatorial ex-
plosion (for a re-view on computer simulations in biology, see [53]). 

Previous studies in biochemical and genetic simulations have usually limited their 
models to focus on only one of the several levels of the time-scale hierarchy in cellular 
processes. Linking the gaps between the various levels of this hierarchy is an ex-
tremely challenging problem that has yet to be adequately addressed. This paper pre-
sents a step towards integrative simulation of multi scale cellular processes. 

III. A Case for an Agent-Based Software Engineering Approach 

To understand cellular systems, it is necessary to step behind and understand biology 
systems. Biology is the study of complex adaptive reproducing systems. Systems biol-
ogy is the quantitative study of biological systems, aided (or hindered) by technologi-
cal advances that permit computational analysis of observations [25]. 

A biological system, understood as a computational sys-tem, represents computa-
tional units that might be interpreted, on different levels of abstraction, as proteins, 
cells, tissues, organs, etc.) running in parallel (following well-defined patterns of be-
havior determined by the potential bio-chemical reactions in which they might be in-
volved) and organized in hierarchies of subsystems an organism can be described as a 
system of organs, then each organ as a system of tissues and further the tissues as sys-
tems of cells, etc.). They interact, collaborate, communicate and interrupt each other. 
Underlying this paradigm is the assumption that each part of such a system (each sub-
system) has its own identity, which persists through time [36]. 

By abstracting biological systems on the level of their behavior, we obtain behav-
ioral models that share many characteristics with computational systems. Thus we 
have concurrency, event-driven and cause-effect behaviors and branching-time de-
pendence, all in the context of distributed control [36]. Biological systems are complex 
[37], consisting of a set of components interacting with each other and with an external 
(dynamic) environment. Here we summarize the main multiagents’ features [6] related 
to complex systems – hence biological systems: 

1. Multiagents systems interactions are non-linear: a small perturbation may 
cause a large effect, a proportional effect, or even no effect at all; in biological systems, 
for instance, we have the biochemical and cellular rhythms or oscillations. 
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2. Multiagents systems contain feedback loops: the effects of an element's behav-
ior are fed back in such a way that the element itself is altered; 

3. Multiagents systems can be designed as open systems, in biological systems 
matter or energy can flow into and/or out of the system; 

4. Agents and multiagents systems can learn, so they have a memory; and bio-
logical systems are dynamical systems that change over time, and prior states may 
have an influence on present states; they must be able to newly activate a previously 
performed reaction. 

5. Agents may be nested: the components of a multi-agents system may them-
selves be multiagents systems, and for instance, many biological systems are described 
hierarchically as components of sub-systems; 

6. Multi-agent systems provide flexibility for modeling more sophisticated, glob-
ally emergent behavior: the global effect resulting from the interaction of the agents is 
often unpredictable and non-deterministic; In the same way biological systems may 
produce emergent phenomena [38]-[46], which can be seen as an evolving process that 
leads to the creation of novel coherent structures, patterns of behavior, and properties 
at the macro level that dynamically arise from the interactions between the parts at the 
micro level. There are simply no levers that can be pulled in order to produce a par-
ticular kind of emergent result. 

7. Agents are autonomous and interactive entities: an agent is capable of acting 
without direct external intervention and communicates with the environment and 
other agents, hence multi-agent systems are capable of being self-organized: agents 
could be organized in a structure that might evolve to a different structure according 
to the agent’s behavior, performance, and others. In the same way bio-logical systems 
are self-organizing systems: dynamical and adaptive systems functioning without ex-
ternal direction, control, manipulation, interference, pressures or involvement [39], 
[47]. 

8. Multi-agent systems can be orchestrated in order to demonstrate a coordination 
mechanism and biological systems have coordination mechanisms, for instance, based 
on the specialization of certain cells, which will become able to interact and activate 
their specific working when activated by the direct interaction with other entities with 
compatible membrane; 

9. Agents and multi-agents systems have the capacity for adaptation: an agent is 
capable of responding to other agents and/or its environment to some degree, and a 
multi-agent system might adapt itself to a specific state through the learning processes; 
in biological systems we have a fascinating adaptation phenomena represented by the 
human body immune system: there is no prior knowledge about possible threats. 

Just to clarify, self-organization and emergence have some similarities and some dif-
ferences. They are both self-sustained systems that are not directly controlled or ma-
nipulated in any way from the outside. They both evolve over time; however, only 
self-organizing systems need to exhibit a goal-directed development. Emergent sys-
tems consist of a larger number of low-level (micro-) entities, which collaborate in or-
der to exhibit a higher level (macro-) behavior. The unavailability of one or more of 
those lower level entities does not abrogate the functioning of the system (graceful 
degradation) while this may be the case in self-organizing systems. 

To sum up, multi-agent systems provide abstractions that allow decomposing a bio-
logical system to a set of agents; provide flexibility for modeling more sophisticated, 
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glob-ally emergent behavior: the global effect resulting from the interaction of the in-
dividuals is often unpredictable and non-deterministic; Multi-agent systems by their 
nature are powerful tool for modeling biological systems [5]. Cellular (biological) sys-
tems are complex systems and their modeling implies a deep understanding of the sys-
tem both in terms of its structure and its behavior and multi-agent systems allows this 
specification. Software agents embody distribution and heterogeneity and, thus, they 
are indicated as the new abstraction for the engineering of complex distributed sys-
tems. 

That said, considering that the underlying mechanisms and the regulatory princi-
ples of cellular organization are still widely unknown and that they are self-organizing 
system that shows emergent behavior, MAS is an effective way to understand cellular 
organizations, and to deal with it emergent global behavior. Moreover, the agent-
based simulation suggests how tiny changes in individual stem cell behavior might 
lead to disease at the global through the emergent behavior, allows temporal analysis, 
reduce costs and risks, and could avoid some ethical is-sues. 

III.i. Advantages of Multi-Agent Systems compared to Non-Agent-Based 
Related Work 

None of the mathematical models (for instance, see [16] for differential equations) used 
for describing biological systems allow expression of partial information about a sys-
tem, i.e. to formally describe open systems. Moreover, depending on the system’s 
complexity, there would be an explosion of differential equations; for example, to 
model it with more than 50 equations to model a subsystem. Another drawback is the 
absence of an abstraction for the models. Physicians must deeply understand math-
ematic-cal methods in order to model the system, while multi-agent systems can pro-
vide the right level of abstraction for that. 

Compared to the biological systems modeling and simulation using Monte Carlo 
[26] methods, such as [27]-[29], multi-agent systems are not just probabilistic depend-
ent. More than reproducing the emergent behavior, they can provide advanced 
mechanisms existent in biological systems, such as learning and adaptation that, as far 
as we know, are not possible to implement through Monte Carlo simulation. Those 
mechanisms not only make the model more complete but also allow the optimization 
of self-organization, for instance. 

Considering the cellular automata approach [30] on which several biological sys-
tems have been modeled and simulated (e.g., [31][32]), the multi-agent system ap-
proach for modeling and simulating biological systems might be more suitable since it 
provides an easier way of represent the interactions between entities through the 
agents’ interactions. Moreover, the software engineering for multi-agent systems can 
provide powerful techniques, methods and tools for the engineering of modeling and 
simulation of biological systems. For instance, self-organization of biological systems 
could be modeled through the self-organization modeling techniques existing in 
agent-oriented methodologies that accomplish this purpose. 

Addressing the Petri Nets [33], [34]  approach for modeling biological systems [35], 
they are not suitable for studying systems exhibiting continuous dynamic behavior 
that: (1) cannot be described by a set of discrete states, (2) cannot be broken down to 
atomic processes, or (3) are dependent on spatial properties. Examples include fluid 
dynamics and protein folding. And multi-agent systems could address all of these dif-
ferent kinds of behaviors. 
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The MAS model is a powerful tool used to describe lo-cal behavior and leaves the 
system free to simulate all events just by interactions between agents. On the other 
hand, it important to highlight that the not-agent-based related work cited are power-
ful ways of modeling and simulating biological systems and have been proven to 
work. Instead, we need understand how multi-agent systems complement these ap-
proaches in nature and behavior. 

IV. An Exemplar Application: The Agent-Based Stem Cell 
Behavior Simulation  

We have been doing research on an exemplar application for demonstrating the multi-
agent system software engineering applicability for cell simulation. In this section we 
present the exemplar application chosen: the stem cell behavior.  

Stem cells play a prominent role in biology and life sciences. Their importance is 
growing more and more, not only in basic research fields such as cell or developmental 
biology, but also in medicine and clinical research. The main reason underlying this 
broad interest in stem cells is their capacity to reconstitute functional tissues after dis-
turbance or injury. They are able to produce a huge number of differentiated, func-
tional cells and, at the same time, they maintain or even re-establish their own popula-
tion. 

Basically, stem cells are a potentially heterogeneous population of functionally un-
differentiated cells; com-posed of multi-cellular organisms; capable of homing to an 
appropriate growth heterogeneous environment, proliferation, production of a large 
number of differentiated progeny, self-renewing or self-maintaining their population, 
regenerating the functional tissue after injury with flexibility and reversibility in the 
use of these options [8]. 

A stem cell is a primitive cell that can either self-renew (reproduce itself) or give rise 
to more specialized cell types. The new perspective on stem cell systems as net-works 
of different cell types and their interactions implies that stem ness should not be 
treated as an explicit cellular property, but as the result of a dynamic self-organization 
process. The microenvironment interactions and their specific effects on proliferation 
and differentiation have to be embedded in the concept. 

Nowadays, stem cells are cultivated in the lab in order to differentiate into a specific 
mature cell. Today it is hard to predict the stem cell behavior under some substances. 
Moreover, the entire infrastructure necessary to maintain a stem cell culture is very 
expensive and many stem cells are wasted if the injected substance does not lead the 
culture to the desired mature cell. Thus, stem cell simulation is a powerful tool for re-
ducing such costs and accelerating the stem cell therapy process.  

To date d’Inverno et al. [13], [1]-[3] have taken the first steps towards an agent-
based software engineering for the stem cell modeling and simulation. They produced 
formal and mutually consistent specifications of the leading of some predictive models 
of stem cell behavior within their agent framework. They have also produced simula-
tions of these models. In their approach, each stem cell is implemented as an agent. 
They modeled and simulate the stem cells in a dynamic environment with the capabili-
ties of division and differentiation (stem cells which have reached their cycle phase 
and which are surrounded by stem cells become differentiated). However, the stem 
cell behavior modeled was too simple considering that they use probabilistic determin-
ism instead of the emergent behavior raised from the signaling transduction pathways. 
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Therefore they can only achieve partial self-organization since they do not take in ac-
count that full self-organization emerges from intracellular interactions. Self-
organization plays here a fundamental key regarding the validation process since stem 
cells are self-organized systems. They also argue that by building a formal model using 
a specification language from software engineering (they used the language Z [70]), 
there are techniques to ensure that the simulation correctly implements the model. 
However, constructing a formal model and correctness proof of a complex interacting 
computing system is infeasible [71] since one cannot model all possible behavior of an 
interaction model and thus formally proving correctness is not merely difficult but im-
possible. 

IV.i. Our Agent-based Software Engineering Approach 

 Our agent-based software engineering approach for building cell simulations is briefly 
depicted in Fig. 1. First, we build qualitative models (such as pathway maps) from in 
vivo and in vitro data and hypotheses, or a reference model (qualitative modeling). 
This first phase occurs during the requirement analysis (considering the main software 
engineering phases) and must be intensively done by the molecular biologists, or for 
instance, the stem cell researchers. Then, quantitative characterization of cellular prop-
erties facilitates the transition to an agent-based system model (quantitative modeling). 
We then translate the numerical and dynamic properties of the quantitative model into 
an agent-based modeling language, we implement it (cell programming), and predict 
the systemic behavior (run). Analysis of the results suggests new hypotheses (analysis 
and interpretation), so it is possible to simulate the efficacy and safety demonstration 
and also methods to prevent rejection in the human body. Having the analysis we can 
be subsequently test by wet experiments, and the cycle begins anew until the special-
ists demonstrate the efficacy and safety in vitro so they can do human trials. 

  

Fig. 1. The wet lab process enhanced with the agent-based approach.  

We developed an agent-based solution to model and simulate the stem cell processes 
and the internal cell life-cycle . Our agent-based cell computational model is a distrib-
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uted autonomous entity composed of reactive and pro-active agents. It can perceive 
and signal the environment. To determine how cells behave and interact, we need to 
understand how information is transferred among and within cells and how it changes 
the environment and other cells states (cellular data and hypotheses, and qualitative 
modeling). In the stem cell systems, an important entity with an active influence in the 
process is the Niche. The Niche is a specialized cellular environment, which provides 
stem cells with the support needed for self-renewal, and contains the cells and proteins 
that constitute the extra cellular environment. The Niche has regulatory mechanisms in 
order to save stem cells from depletion and to protect the host from over-exuberant 
stem-cell proliferation [12]. The niche is the stem cells’ habitat, as the environment is 
the agents’ habitat. 

At the agent-based stem cell computational model, there are four kinds of cells: 
multi-potent cells are cells with a full power of differentiation, that can give rise to 
several other cell types; precursor cells are cells there are able to self-differentiate into a 
specific kind of cell, for instance, a blood cell; progenitor cells are stem cells that have 
developed to the stage where they are committed to forming a particular kind of new 
specific cell; differentiated cells are specialized cells with no power of differentiation. 
In the case that the differentiation process generates a neuron we have: a stem cell like 
a multi-potent cell; a precursor neuron like a pre-cursor cell; a progenitor neuron like a 
progenitor cell and a neuron like a differentiated cell - for instance, a neuroblast and 
the neuron itself, respectively. In order to ensure self-renewal and differentiation, the 
stem cells undergo two types of cell division: symmetric division: giving rise to two 
identical daughter cells, both endowed with stem cell properties; and asymmetric divi-
sion: produces only one stem cell and a progenitor or precursor cell with limited self-
renewal potential until the mature cell generation with no differentiation potentiality. 

In order to simplify the model we considered only the more actives components 
during the cell life-cycle and the mitosis division (which is the stem cell division dur-
ing the self renew process). By actives components we mean components which con-
tribute and influence more directly the cellular differentiation during the cycle. Cells, 
proteins, DNA and complexes such CDKs-Cyclins are agents.  The cells can be a pro-
liferative cell or non-proliferative cell. The stem, progenitor and precursor cells are 
proliferative, while the neuron cells are non-proliferative. CDK, Retinoic Acid, Cyclin 
and LIF are proteins. 

The Cdk-Cyc Complex is the join between a CDK and a Cyclin protein. The cells 
can die or start a cell cycle phase. Each cell cycle phase may only be started if some 
events occur, this is the cell checkpoint mechanism For instance, during the prometa-
phase phase the cell checkpoint checks if all the kinetochore micro-tubules were at-
tached to each chromosome, and if the nuclear membrane was dissolved in order to go 
to the metaphase phase. The DNA which is an adaptive agent interacts with the pro-
teins during the molecular pathways regulation. 

All the cell life-cycle concepts were implemented in a multi-agent-based framework 
for the cell simulation. On top of this framework we developed the stem cell behavior 
framework [78]. We needed a framework because there are different kinds of stem 
cells providing for a broad spectrum of proliferated progenitor cells that ultimately 
lead to the creation of every adult cell type necessary for sustaining life. Whether it be 
a hematopoietic stem cell giving rise to all of the cell types typically found in whole 
blood (Red blood cells, platelets, leukocytes such as neutrophils, eosinophils and baso-
phils as well as monocytes (macrophages), and T and B cell lymphocytes), or a neural 
stem cell which can give rise to neurons, astrocytes, and oli-godendrocytes (Fig. 2), all 
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stem cells are common with respect to their primitive nature and they ideally exist 
without any signs or markers of differentiation and lineage commitment. 

 

Fig. 2. Several kinds of cells that the stem cell can be differentiated into.  

Those frameworks allow the reuse of structural relationships and dynamic interac-
tions modeling and de-sign of different cells types within those entities and different 
cellular process and also the reuse of the stem cell processes modeling, which can be 
instantiated to different differentiation processes (Fig. 3) rather than only to neuron 
generation which is our instance. It also allows us to integrate different signal trans-
duction pathways, and speed the reverse engineering of bio-molecular regulatory 
networks through those integrations. 

Basically, the framework uses four design patterns [4]. The pattern Prototype is 
used to implement the stem cell’s substances because this facilitates the objects’ clone 
process. The pattern State is used to implement the states the cell can be in. The pattern 
Strategy is used to implement the cell’s asymmetric division strategy. Each type of cell 
has one distinct asymmetric division strategy. The singleton is used to implement the 
niche, because the niche is unique.   

Fig. 3. The cells and asymmetric division hot spots (partial view).  

Briefly, the first hot spot that must be implemented is the environment where the 
cells represented by the agents live: the niche. Other important hot spots are the pro-
genitor and precursor cells, which must be instantiated depending on the process for a 
specific type of cell to be simulated. It is necessary to add features and behaviors de-
pending on the type of cells to be instantiated. The strategy for asymmetric divisions 
from stem cells, progenitor (neurons) and precursor (neurons) cells also must be in-
stantiated. 

Moreover, if we will simulate we have to spend some effort on appropriate ways of 
visualizing the simulation in multi scale. The real life, 3d spatial self-organization of 
stem cells developed [79] has the goal to show the embryonic body formation from an 
initial number of stem cells. It is roughly explained as follows. The stem cells divide 
itself into two news cells, due to the mitoses division process (Fig. 4). Both cells assume 
new positions: one assumes the parent position and the other an adjacency position. 
Before the division process, the cell grows up, pushing its neighbors away and occupy-
ing the required space for the new cell. 
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The development of a stem cell behavior simulator has also as objectives: offer to 
the users a visual environment by means of which is possible to follow the Macro and 
Micro levels of the simulation of stem cell’s cellular life cycle in the niche; perceive the 
difficulties of implementation of the proposed model; validate the model, observing if 
the simulated behavior has similarities with the behavior of the real entities (stem 
cell’s); and test several scenarios. 

  

Fig. 4. Division process: on the left, the figures represent the division steps in real life; 
on the right the figures are their representation in the system.  

We understand as Macro scale the emergent behavior proceeding of the interactions 
between the simulated entities. This scale is presented by the simulator to the users by 
means of a visualization area (3D) that represents the niche where the cells evolve in 
their life-cycles. In another scale, each phase of cell life-cycle has a 2D graphical repre-
sentation, presenting the state of the main entities involved in process. These graphical 
representations, besides presenting a phase of the life-cycle differentiate by means of 
colors the capacity of differentiation of the cell. As Micro scale we under-stand the 
state and behavior of each entity simulated individually.  In the simulator tool it is 
possible to obtain the micro scale through the internal state of the cell selected and 
chronologically each internal interactions occurred by the selected cell. 

  

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the user interface of the system:  it shows the display window 
and, it shows the console window. 

Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of the interface of the frame-work instance during a simula-
tion. The Macro scale, emergent behavior can be seen in the visualization area. And in 
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the console window, to date, the specialists might speed, pause, play, stop or update 
some simulation settings. 

V. Discussion and Final Remarks 

We have argued why we need an agent-based soft-ware engineering approach for 
modeling and simulating cell behavior and processes since an agent is a high-level 
software abstraction that provides a convenient and powerful way to describe a com-
plex software entity in terms of its behavior within a contextual computational envi-
ronment. The great advantage of this modeling technique is that the emergent phe-
nomena can be modeled through very simple rules governing the behavior of each 
agent. The global effect resulting from the interaction of the individuals is often un-
predictable. Furthermore, the dynamic structures pre-sent in biological systems can be 
intuitively represented and efficiently implemented in agent-oriented simulators.  

To support our hypothesis we developed a framework that can be reused for simu-
lating different kinds of cells and different cellular process rather than only stem cell 
behavior. Not only we can reuse all the modeled already developed but we can model 
learning, adaptive behavior and open systems. There is a 3D visualization tool and the 
framework can be instantiated to different differentiation processes rather than only to 
neuron generation. 

The stem cell researchers’ collaborators were very excited with the first results. Ba-
sically, they observed in the visualization of the neuron instance the first emergent 
phenomenon that is similar to the emergent phenomenon in vitro: the differentiated 
cells are located at the embryonic body’s extremity while the specialized and stem cells 
are located at the embryonic body’s center.  

Although the number of cells running together and the time of execution in the 
simulation were satisfactory, we need to increase this number and to achieve this goal 
we are distributing the framework and application in a grid architecture with ten 
processors. If we have around 20,000 cells we can reach more refined self-organizing 
mechanisms that might occurs in those kinds of systems. 

Moreover, the next steps are a review of a set of tests on the proposed model, in-
tending to adjust it for the demand of the biomedical domain. Other activities are to 
produce reports about Macro and Micro scale to support the comprehension of the in-
formation visualized during the simulation process, and identify with the specialists of 
the domain the trustworthiness of the results achieved through this first instance, in 
order to allow an adaptation and bias adequate to the reality of the research of the do-
main. Study of each protein and substances and how these relate must be carried out 
and reproduced in this application. 

Besides the indicated future work, an important fundamental engineering issue is to 
achieve a macroscopic behavior that meets the requirements and emerges only from 
the behavior of locally interacting agents when designing self-organizing emergent 
multi-agent systems. To date, agent-oriented methodologies are mainly focused on en-
gineering the microscopic issues, i.e. the agents, their rules, the protocols, how they 
interact, etc, without explicit support for engineering the required macroscopic behav-
ior. As a consequence, the macroscopic behavior is achieved in an ad-hoc manner. A 
fundamental problem is the lack of a method that allows us to systematically specify 
desirable macroscopic properties, map them to the behavior of individual agents, build 
the system, and validate the required macroscopic properties.  
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So we are working on a method and a representation model to handle this issue. 
However, not only are bio-logical systems an excellent application area for multi-agent 
systems concepts and development technologies, as they reciprocally inspire the repre-
sentation model that accomplishes the design requirements for modeling cellular proc-
esses. In general complex systems and new models for software phenomena as the 
case of Autonomic Computing: self-adaptation, self-protection, self-healing, heteroge-
neity, self-organization, and also cooperation and coordination mechanisms. For short, 
it is possible to apply the knowledge obtained from the study of biological systems 
with new concepts for the design of robust self-organized multi-agent systems using 
ideas inspired by molecular and cellular systems biology. 

Also, as a future work, we plan to optimize the emerging behavior generated by the 
self-organizing stem-cell represented by agents. By optimization we mean the estab-
lishment of optimum differentiation or proliferation rates, for instance, through the 
addition and removal of some specific factors in the niche. Hence, the challenge would 
be to define macro proper-ties and, starting from local interactions, to integrate a spe-
cialized online search planner to optimize the behavior so that the macro properties 
can be satisfied.  Therefore, the simulator might allow more interactions with the simu-
lation environment increasing the tool usability and dependability, as well as helping 
the validation process vis-à-vis the in vitro process. 
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